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FOREWORD

Thi is the twelfth history of the Joint Strategic Target
Planning Staff (JSTPS) since its establishment on 16 August 1960.
It covers the period of July 1973 through December 1974, the term
of Revisi ns N, 0, and OX of SIOP-4. It has been prepared in
accordanc with Joint Administrative Instruction 210-1, 10 May 1972.

The 1assification of top Seclet}ftEsCllcted BaLa and the
exemption from the General Declassification Schedule are established
to confo with the classification of the source documents.

history was prepared for the JSTPS by Mr. Charles K.
the Strategic Air Command historical staff.
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HIStORY OF THE JOINT STRATEGIC TARGET
PLANNING STAFF

Introduction

~Th~ mission ot the Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff

( STPS) was to prepare and maintain, on a day-by-day basis, a National

S rategic Target List (NSTL) selected for' attack in a nuclear war and

a Single Integrated Operational Plan (SlOP) for the attack of these
It coordinated forces. Assumed enemy awareness

o SlOP's existence and its damaging potential acted as a barrier

t outbreak of nuclear war. Contribution to "deterrence" was

p rceived as a major purpose of the SlOP--a plan which was supported

b Navy's submarine-launched missiles, the land-based missiles

bombers of the Strategic Air Command (SAC), and such fighter-

ers and missile systems committed to the plan by unified cam-

m ders. 2

(U) The JSTPS functioned as a staff agency of the Joint Chiefs

(JCS) from which it received directions. Above the JCS was

Department of Defense, with the chain of command culminating at

highest level in the National Command Authorities (NCA). The

JS PS, however, was collocated with Headquarters Strategic Air Command
3

(~ C) at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska.

(U) This arrangement dated from August 1960 when Secretary of

De ense Thomas S. Gates, Jr. founded the JSTPS in what he later

re erred to as his most important decision. It was part of his

de ision to collocate it with Headquarters SAC in order to gain the

ad antages of SAC expertise and computer abilities, already highly

de eloped at that time. It was also part of the same decision that

th Commander in Chief, Strategic Air Command (CINCSAC), should always

se ve as Director of the JSTPS, while the Deputy Director would

in come from another service. In point of fact, a flag

of the U.S. Navy had always filled the latter position. The

re inder of JSTPS personnel were drawn from all the military services. 4



indicating

and he relt

IOP-5 would, in fact, replace SIOP-4 in the relatively near

early as 1970, the President had made public statements

change of thinking as regards employment of nuclear force,
1rated similar thoughts in the intervening years.

period te

(U) By 1960, advances in nuclear technology had led to the

possessio of nuclear weapons by various U.S. commands whose plans

for their respective use were apt to conflict with each other.

Unravel in such conflicts became increasingly burdensome and in this

respect, s well as others, the advanced technology led to duplica

tion of e fort. The JSTPS was created in order to provide centrally

cantrolle operational planning for the use of nuclear weapons in

achieveme t of national objectives. 5

"'~il..l·· For several years after the JSTPS started operation, a

new SlOP as prepared. at least in theory, each fiscal year (FY).

As time w nt on. however. fluctuations in the numbers and types of

nuclear w pons available.

before SID

word that

future.

(b) ecessitated revision of the SlOP
L.-~_~~~__~

at six-mon h intervals. A policy change to alphabetically designate
6

the six-me th revisions took place in 1967. when SIOP-4 was in effect •.,
~ Eventually SIOP-4 went Into Revision 0, but then it pro-

ceeded wit an extension of Revision 0, known as OX, for a six-month

oating on 31 December 1974. The 18-month period between

I July 197 and 31 December 1974 was, therefore, very much of an

interim or changeover period as regards SlOP planning. It was well

-4N had run its course that the JSTPS received authoritative

~ 0 Revision N was, in a very real sense, the last of the

previous se s of regular six-month SlOP revisions and just about

as it went nto effect. the JSTPS people realized that they had entered

an interim eriod as regards SlOP planning. That this was indeed the

case was qu ckly confirmed by the nature of the tasks which the JCS

soon starte giving the JSTPS. It was the additional workload

associated ith these tasks that resulted in the six-month extension

2



There were numerous steps in the planning processg

() l~evision O. These s-pecia,l tasks were involved in one way or

a other with the anticipated change from SIOP-4 to SlOP-5. 8

~ 'I'hough a SIOP revision was effective for a period-~f

s x months, the complete life cycle of any revision, including

p ann1ng, was approximately two years; that is, planning for a

at a point from 15 to 18 months before it was to

a d it so happened that they had to follow a well-defined order,

t at is, that one specific step would have to be completed, or nearly

so, before the next could begin. Many of the processes were of a

so the JSTPS had to allow not only for

tial calculations, but also for computer time to check their
9uracy.

~ natural outcome of this situation was that the planning

iod between two different SlOPs would also require a long lead

A normal SlOP revision involved a workload sufficient to

the JSTPS on a continuing basis. The move from an old to a

SlOP with differing concepts involved, in addition, extra studies,

e of them quite extensive, to pretest the validity of the new

There were also additional meetings. The JCS instructed

JSTPS to perform much of this extra workload in addition to its

production of SlOP revisions. lO

~ SlOP-5, with its new concepts, represented a major change

nuclear war planning. Previously, the basic concepts had remained

tty much the same. The comparatively minor changes that had occurred,

continue to occur, had been occasioned primarily by two

(1) changes in the number and kinds of weapons available,
11(2) growth of the enemy target system.

~ By the time Revision N became effective, Revision a was

into the planning stage, but even before it went into effect, the

S knew that the next logical step would be an extension of this

The JSTPS looked upon the extension

fra kly as a "patch-on-an-inner tube" type of makeshift arrangement

3
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between SIOP-4 and SIOP-5

SIOP-4 Revisions N. 0, a.nd

involved in a SlOP at some-

(b)(1)

(U) To appreciate the differences

and, specifically, what was involved in

OX. it is Jecessary to discuss what was

What great1r length than heretofore.

occasione by the additional workload associated with planning for

new basic concepts. The simile was quite apt. The extension had

just aholl the same relation to a complete revision that a tire patch

has to a ew inner tube. While an extension would do the job, as

wo\ud the patch, successive extensions would tend to weaken the entire

plan, jus] as a tube w1th too many patches would be weak and have to

be rePlacid with a new tube. In making an extension, the JSTPS added

mere1y the weapons and targets appearing since the current revision

went into

(b)(1 )

,s being so, it was necessary to program th~ nuclear

ere regarded
L-a·s-p·o·S~i·n·g....,t""e-p-o-t-e-n-t~i-a~1-t7h-t-e-.~t-o~f~n·U·C~l·e·a·r-w·a·r~f~a·r·e-a·g·a~in.:llstthe United

States.

weapons of the United States and its allies in such a manner as to

assure that\the United States would survive any such conflict under

conditions re favorable than those of its adversaries. For this

purpose it as necessary to plan in advance what facilities would

be struck i the adversary countries, in what order, how much damage

would have 0 be inflicted to attain the objectives and so forth.

These requirements led, in turn, to a need for priorities, for a

National StJategtc Target List (NSTL), and for ways and means of

calculating fhe probable damage to be expected, or damage expectancy

(DE) as it was called--all forming portions of the JSTPS' work. In

fact, the fo ulation and keeping of the NSTL was an integral part
13of the SIOP tself.

4
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~ To provide a guldeline to the JSTPS in formulating the

lOP. the JCS had issued the National Strategic Targeting and Attack

olicy (NSTAP).14 Since 1970 the NeAt Department of Defense, JeSt

nd JSTPS had been reviewing the NSTAP extensively with a view toward

(b)(1 )

_,.. -Pn 1 January 1976.

~Thereforel the technical planning for SIOP-5 got undervay

a proximately simultaneously with putting SIOP-4 Revision OX into

e feet. Planning for the new SIOP-5 actually started somewhat prior

t the effective date of Revision OX with a series of.meetings. These

r quired the presence of a substantial number of the knowledgeable

p ople on the JSTPS staff who would otherwise have been fully occupied

w th formulating the "normalll SlOP revisions. and as such was a

f rther illustration of the disruptions which were introduced into
19t e normal planning cycle by the advent of a new SI~

~ In addition to and in connection with its responsibilities

f the SlOP and NSTL, the JSTPS also maintained a National Strategic

T get Data Base (NSTDB), from which the NSTL was developed.

(b)(1 )

5
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(U)

Dittmar,

(U) The organization of the JSTPS was consistent with its

responsib lities. At the top were the Director (JD) and the Deputy

Director JDD), whose status and provenance had been defined by

Secretary Gates, Its two major divisions, the SlOP Division (JP)

and the N (JL), reflected its primary products. 2l

(U) During the 18-month period covered here, the strength of

the JSTPS remained stable at 326 people, a large number of them

"dual hat ed" and therefore serving at one and the same time as

members of SAC as well as of the JSTPS. The staff consisted of

221 s, 80 enlisted, and 25 civilians. 22

(U) anges in JSTPS key personnel included the two top officials.
{

On 1 Augus 1974, General Russell E. Doughert~ became Director in

succession to General John C. Meyer,.-who retired. The Deputy Director,

Vice Admir 1 KentL. Lee, USN, was replaced on 16 July 1973 by Vice

Admiral Ge aId E. Miller, USN, who was replaced, in turn, on 1 Sep-
p'

tember 197 by Vice Admiral Ro,bert Y, Kaufman,~ USN. As Chief of SIOP

Division, jor General \Andrew B. Anderson lol Jr., USAF, replaced Major

General Eu Q. Steffe;: Jr., USAF, on 15 January 1974. The CINCSAC

Representa to the JSTPS, Major General Ray B. Sitton, USAF, was

replaced 0 17 September 1973 by Major General Harry M. Darmstandler,

USAF, who imself was replaced on 1 July 1974 by Major General John

W. Burkhar , USAF. 23

e U.S. Navy Senior Service Member, Captain~ouis C.

, replaced his predecessor, Captain: Will M. Adams~,_USN.

later, the U.S. Army Senior Service Member, Colonel

chneider, USA, retired and this position remained vacant
-_..-'

for the re inder of Calendar Year 1974. Colonel,}ohn C. Wright,

USAF, repla ed Captain Albert E. Knutson, USN, as ClNCPAC Representa

tive on 21 arch 1974. Colonel Wallace D. Horton, USAF, replaced

Colonel Carlos LaMoine, USAi; as CINCEUR/SACEUR Representative

on 7 July 1 73. Other key JSTPS personnel remained unchanged through
24" ,

the end, of a1endar Year 1974.

About a

/ William P.

6



Concepts

~ As between SIOP-4 and SlOP-5. there were basic differences

n concept which the JSTPS had to consider during the tim.e-=l~t~w~.~s .,

ormu1ating SlOP-4, Revisions N, O. and OX covered here.

(b)(1 )

~ As things stood on 1 July 1973, and indeed as long as

5 OP-4 was in effect r='

(b)(1 )

7



(U)

(b)(1 )

(U) In his Annual Report on Foreign Policy in February 1970.

Presiden ~ichard M. Nixon stated: 29

--Should a President, in the event of a nuclear attack,
be left with the single option of ordering the mass
destruction of enemy civilians. in the face of the
certainty that it would be followed by the mass
slaughter of Americana? Should the concept of assured
destruction be narrowly defined and should it be the
only measure of our ability to deter the variety of
threats we may face?"

30A year later, he repeated the same thought.

1 must not be--and my successors must not be--limited
to the indiscriminate mass destruction of enemy civilians
as the sole possible response to challenges. This 1s
especially so when that response involved the likelihood
of triggering nuclear attacks on our own population. It
would be inconsistent with the political meaning of
sufficiency to base our force planning solely on some
finite--and theoretical--capacity to inflict casualties
presumed to be unacceptable to the other side.

(U) He reiterated statements calling attention to a need for

this type of policy change in subsequent reports to Congress in 1972

and 1973. Thus was set in motion the progression from the concepts

embodied SIOP-4 to those forming the basis of SIOP-5 and at the

8



same

(b)(1)

"r-"~~~'1u~po~n~r,eceivlng the Presldent t s direction to change this

policy, Secretary of Defense!Helvin R. Laird created a special panel

headed by Dr. John S. Foster. Director. Defense Research and Engineering,,
and including Assistant Secretaries of Defense Albert C. Hall._ Inte1l1-

fence;~. Warren Nutte~. Internal Security Af~airs; :Gardner L. Tuck~:
ystems Analysis. as well the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff., .
dmiral Thomas C. Moorer. Secretary Laird,:issued instructions to the

'- -noster'Panel in January 1972 which stated:

The Panel should submit a report to me of its findings
and recommendations, together with its proposed guidance
for the employment of nuclear weapons and the identifica
tion of issues to be resolved in order to establish the
guidance. The Joint Chiefs of Staff should report to me
their comments on the Panel Report, the issues, and the

~roposed guidance.

I
(b)(1)

In

F bruary 1972, shortly after the Secretary of Defense I1'8d lSsuea his

i structions to the Foster Pane1, the JCS requested JSTPS to analyze
.' 33

p~posed revisions to the NSTAP. The basic objective was stUl

dJterrence of attacks against the United States and its alliesr---..-.

(b)(1)

* (U) See sectioa "Planning Ahead." this history, for more detail
about the four objectives.

9
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(b)(1 )



~ /,lthucgh tilt" (iJd ...as ,lOt soong the findings of JSTPS 1n

onnection with lht: JCS requests "related above, it was very pert'inenc

o the time factor that the United States had three Secretaries of

,efense in close succession. during the t~me the new nucl~r policies

jere in their formative stage. Secretary~M,:lvin R. Laird.. Ies1gned as

°If 29 January 1973. to be succeeded by Hr .• Eliot R. Richards~ on 30

January. The latter then moved to the post of Attorney General on 30

ril 1973 and was succeeded as Secretary o~ Defense on 1 Hay 1973 by

D . James R. Schlesinger. Meanwhile. th~(b){1}Jconcepts had to wait
44t be examined by each Secretary in turn before receiving final a~~oya~

-'"
(b)(1)



SlOP fORCES

(b)(1 )

Opposing the SlOP forces were the strategic offensive and

defensive forces of potential enemy nationsU(~b~)(~1~)~ ......__~

(b)(1) often referred to as the "threat. 1I These likewise consisted of

thr e weapon systeJ!lS, but in contrast to the United States SlOP ~orces.

the

man
(b)(1)

pposition was much more heavily dependent on .missile forces than
ed bomberSl::4~8.. .... ...._----...._----..,

,L _

The threat posed for the offensive and defensive weapons

of a ersary countries was determined using the most up-co-date

16



.. ~nonal [ntelliger.c(· Estimates (NlE) supplemented by the best intelli-.

g~rH;E: infonn.:ition supplied by Joint or Service Agencies, the uni"fied

and specified commands, and by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA).50

for the period of SIOP-4 Revisions N, O. and OX. there was an increase

In missile forces, especially SLBMs, and a slight decline in the

*oviet bomber force by January 1974. A part of the increase in the

threat force was attributed to new ICBMs being outfitted with the

Irm:~:i:~:.t::d:::::;n:~:w::r::t::~ed:;:::::eV;:::~:Si~M~::}~ormAn:~her
51more sophisticated SAMS and progress in Soviet radar installations

i
.

"(I6~There were also available to the JSTPS an~

(b)(1 )

J6n the other hand,
-

some of thJ'

(b)(1 )

~between April and June 1974. Adequate advance knowledge of this

f1~t) however, enabled the JSTPS iO plan ahead~ I
l

(bjt1
I As a result. the

(b)(1 )

(b)(1 )

.

~~- r.>~ ,~=

U~It ~\5 1\5 U
17



(b)(1)

in SlOP weapons starting with SIOP-62.

(b)(1 )

•

r-__~..~~~Th~es~e~c~ha~n~ges sed problems fQr.JSTPS planners.

(b)(1 )

18
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II \Wit' <;;/1,0, """"

(b)(1 )

Still another type of problem which the JSTPS fac~ was
! ne occasioned by thJl

I

(b)(1 ),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)
!,
I
!
,

I

==~ ~ --
U \!<Iii" <2) ~ If

19



a rcraft. and missiles designed to deliver the weapons. Th \

~ l110ugh the number of (b}(1)

coordinated with the SlOP Showe;dT:::==:;;;:~~:;:b:;:)(;:;1~)=
(b)(1 )

(b)(1)

"~-r__..~f the latter model. The change from

wa also mentioned.

(b)(1)

'"'__..~ In any event the

(b)(1 )

to or

(b)(1)

In additioD. (b)(1 )

In its study on the
L--"'T"""'""'-~~---

20



.....-_._-,...'---------~-~~doptlon of th~

(b)(1)

~ Considering the many complications inherent in planning

eapans against SIOP targets, the JSTPS was naturally very cauqous

bout any attempts. however well motlvated~

(b)(1 )

I ~ Opposed to the stoP forces were the threat forces which

l1kewlse"1ncreased, but In different proportions and aspects as

c mpared to SlOP forces.

(b)(1 )

21



(b)(1 )

_..JP us aggress ve

research and development programs which seemed on the

(b)(1 )

srop- REVlSlON~

(U) Revision N of SIOP-4 went into effect on 1 July 1973, so

Plain1ng for this event was already underway in the early half of

197~' Among the first actions taken by the JSTPS on the occasion

of onsldering a SlOP revision. or a new SlOP for that matter. was

to onvene as often as necessary meetings of its in-house groups of

experts. the Strategy Panel and the Strategy Working Group. Only the

latt'er was convened. however. for Revision N. These groups considered

a wi e range of topics bearing on the strategy for the new plans. with

due ttentian to anticipated changes in SlOP and threat forces. The

tOpi.8 considered covered a whole spectrum from philosophical discussion

to the actual reentry vehicle configurations of a particular weapon

system. These meetings provided a forum for the discussion of various

prob~etnS arising from the initiation of each new SlOP revision, a fair

hear~g for a wide range of views, and for the resolution of differences

of op,inton. 67

(~ In connection with Revision N, the Working Group discussions
68

cent red around two main topics. The first topic was
(b)(1)

22



Rfvislon N. for example, calculation of (b)(1)

(b)(1) as scheduled to start on 31 July 1972. for submission to the

D rector of Strategic Target Planning (DSTP) on 20 September 1972.

o her steps included: starting f~rce application 00__1 October-J~ 2

a d forwarding Poseidon data to (b){1)

<". r..r=o=,"=,r.>"
U o;lIL5~IIUL5U

(b)(1 ),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)

I ~ The second main topic centered around a thorough review

(b)(1 )

lThese considerations were pertinent

o assure that hostilities would be ended on terms favorable to the

nited States. 70

~As each planning cycle moved forward. schedules were

lublished for the various planning steps involved. In the case of

---

(b)(1 )

23
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(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



,-.. '-" ~ Q r.> "" -!!~~':lt=:.----.....:.--~---1U~1r _~~ '"
"'(b""7)(~1,,),(;:;b)"'(3"'):"42\-;U"S"'C"§"2~16"'817(;\a)~(1i\)Ii(C~)_'-'J_._~~

SIOP-4, REVISION 0

~ Before 1972 was finished, schedules were already being dis

s minated for the preparation of Revision 0 to SIOP-4 which would

bjcome effective 1 January 1974. By this time, the JS!PS was also

:iafe of the forthcoming transition to SIOP-5 and realized that

~ViSl0n 0 would not be a routine. six-month revision in the samesrse as Revision N. Before long JSTPS realized that Revision 0

p~obably would be extended. Thus the staff scheduled the various

Sttleps of the planning sequence for Revision 0 in the same manner as

fo any normal six-month revision. all the while with an eye to the

93pr bability that what it was planning would have to be prolonged.

31
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,Computations for (b)(1) were scheduled

to tart on 1 February and be completed on 2 March 1973. Meanwhile,

oth1r planners would start mating and ranging on 15 February. completing

this step on 13 A til 1973. Force application was scheduled to start

on ~ April and (b)(1) would be completed on 15 Juno_

wit~ th (b)(1)Jape going to (b)(1) n 30 June 1973. The

JS~ intended to request the CINes, as soon 85 possible, to extend

thelf Revision 0 force commitments to 31 December 1974. Thereupon,

the rtaff would amend th (b){1) s necessary

and extend .Revision 0 for the remainder of the Calendar Year 1974.~4

~ In-July 1973. the JC5 tasked the JSTPS to develop a capa

bility for analyzing and plannln~

(b)(1 )

Early in September 1973, then. the JSTPS asked the CINes

the force commitments which the latter had forecast for

Revls~on P (originally scheduled for 1 July-31 December 1974) would

be thk same if Revision 0 were to be extended for another six months.

Becau e of the workload received from the JCS. the JSTPS intended to

ask for & six-month extension of Revision 0, rather than move into a

full-fledged new SlOP revision. 96 An extension would save the JSTPS

work by allowing it t b)(1) which

WOUld\be changed. or added. For a complete revision. the JSTPS would

have tieen required to (b)(1) The extension would

also Jave the JSTPS much paperwork as well as many manhours which, for
1 97a SIO~ revision, would have been expended in meetings.

(b)(1)

the pr pasal was not favorably con81dered.~o And no wonder. because

the JS PS was already preparing to convene its Strategy Panel and

Workinl Group in early November 1973 to consider problems involving

32
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!

Doth the future SlOP, (b)(1) as well as Revision O·

I d . ~ d. ~ as extension. Normally. the JSTPS waul have convened its

trategy Panel at this time to consider SIOP-4 Revision Q which vas

ready being converted into Revision P due to the anticipated

ertens!on of Revision O. Instead, however, it convened the Strategy

Wrrking Group to consider remaining work on Revision 0 as well 8S

f r analysis and assessment of the impact on planning (b)(1)

By this time, the revised NSTAP had been renamed NNTAP and,
~f'"~

a though it was still uncertain as to when it would formally take

eifect. the JSTPS. In addition to its other work, also had to make

analysis of some phases of th (b)(1) These were the activities

o cupying the JSTPS' attention prior to the effective date of Revision

0 , SIOP-4. 99

~As under the previous SlOP rev1s~. the major. threat facing

the United States during SIOP-40 was to b;

(b)(1 )

I
I



(b)(1 )



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)

SIOP-4 MID-REVISION 0, EXTENDED

~ Since the next major increment of planning was for the JSTPStl extend the existing revision, the beginnings of Revision 0 Extended

( X) were. in essence, the same as those of Revision O. The JSTPS

e pressed its intent to request a six-month extension of this revision

8j least 8S early as February 1973 When scheduling the development of

PjePlanned damage expectancy for Revision O. On the other had, during

t~s time. dats was being compiled for Revision p. Which would otber

w e have gone into effect between 1 July and 31 December 1974. The

CI Ca, therefore, were preparing enough data to be used for a complete

re lalon, but the JSTPS used only so much of it as reflected changes

in\ weapons, that amount necessary for an extension, thereby saving

considerable work, while at the same time having available eno~h

116da a for a complete revision.

(U) The next major planning effort for JSTPS would be to extend

Re !sian 0, an extension which would be called Revision OX. However,

an early schedule which the JSTPS disseminated internally with

specific reference to Revision OX was dated 21 May 1973 and showed,

by ast minute changes, that it had originally been prepared with

Re sian P in mind. According to this schedule, 15 August was set

as he date to start figuring out the ranges for the bombers and

matlng
I

197fo

cation

them with tankers, this process to be completed by

Force application was to start on 2 October. (b)(1)

to be com lete 00__17 De~embe

(b)(1)

39

15 October

appl1-



application was to be finished 00 9 March and aircraft application .

on EHarCh 1974.
117

By 29 October 1973. when the Director of Strategic Target

PIa ing (DSTP) made a formal recommendation to the JCS to extend

Rev1jl0n 0 until 31 December 1974. a great deal of the work necessary

for his undertaking was well along the road to accomplishment. Th~

JSTP had already received the assent to such a move. as well 8a most

of t e necessary data. from the CINes involved. At the mid-revis1Dn

chan on 1 July 1974, the staff would· accommodate the differences

betwern the forces originally committed for Revision 0 and those

more recently committed for Revision P. It would produce documentation

satls~actOry to all recipients but it would require much less tiae

than hat required for a regular semiannual revision. At this juncture,
. 118

JCS 8 proval of the Director's recommendation was a foregone conclusion.

~Extension of the in-effect revision vice preparation of a

normal revision resulted in time savings which could be applied to ,

the aralYSeS and reviews required to assure successful implementation

of th, forthcoming SIOP-5. As of February 1973, the JSTPS was still

considering the possibility that SIOP-5 might go into effect 8S early

as 1 January 1975. 119 It was 15 July 1974 before the JCS set 1
I 120

Janua~ 1976 as the date for starting with SIOP-5.

~ Essentially, then, effort that normally would have gone

into.1ev~Sion P went, instead, into two channels. Of the forces

::::iJ:e:e;:e:::~::o::~f~::::C:~:::m:::S:n::i::~:~o:o~:~~::
Revision 0, thereby gaining manhours and computer time to devote to

prepa~ations for SIOP-5. For example, when the Strategy Panel would

normatfy have been convened in November 1973 to work on Revision P,

the lower level Strategy Working Group met instead at that time to
I 121

discus~ problems pertinent to the extension.

( These problems were interrelated and arose from the fact

40



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1 )

Although a full and extensively detailed "Revision

Repor ., normally was submitted as each SlOP revision was c01Dpleted,

a sigqificantly reduced briefing fonnat was substituted for the

42

/

./



use of

•

xtended Revision 0 report. This did, as usual, pinpoint the use

f b)(1) bu t in a fashion that
128

as a considerable departure from the accustomed prescription.

~IOP-40X comparable to those given for Revisions Nand 0 by

this, extensively supplemented by other sources us1n8~.~t1~1~1~v~.~~in~--.

(b)(1),(b)(3):42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)

L--r'=+('fiBS:)~lT"a;;r~g;e:;:r'iin;;gg-:re=ma::1l.n~e~dr:;q-~iiIi-'Ete;- -~c~1lco~.~e;-;:.~o~th~.;-tf-~O~f;-;.~1x:;;",,~n~t~h~.;---~'
,

p vioual. as did a l1cation. Changes were minorJ

(b)(1 )
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(b)(1 )



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



o~ ""J!'-""

, he SlOP (or JP) Divi::;ion "(JSTPS!JP) of the JSTPS prepared the actual

RP to agree with the SlOP, while the various CINCs assigned their

orces and established timings to meet the objectives of the NSRL.
148,he CRP was revised together with the SlOP.

~ A wide variety of airc~afC}rl1er_ used.-in the (b) and the

with which theyflL:(b_1;(.1;,)_""r-"====?t'~i~k:::e:::W';'i5::e::.:v~.::rl:,e,,,d,
to the type of aircraft.

(b)(1 )

The number of aircraft

ard sorties committed

Revisions N and O. as compared with Revision M. but with some

recovery for Revision OX. There was however a

(b)(1)

'-..., ~ .;.for Revision H

t 16 for Revisions N and O. and then climbed to 22 during Revision

o It was also for Revision 0 Extended that CINCSAC first co~tted

L.... •..;l with Revision H included for

fo lowing tables: l49

Primary Sortles!DGZs
I

Re Is10n

H
N
o
OX

•VehIcles

(b)(1 )

b 1

b 1

The numbers of primary

comparison. are shown in the

.. .
Total Sorties/DGZS

_-", • :.......,..=r.

•
••
••

(U)

(U)

(bl(1 )

1 October 1974 .

15 November 1974.

51



· ,

~~:~ E:.8 in
Comm rid

C NCSAC

CKP-Corum_itted Vehj...sJ.es by Command ~Com..E!.red wit_h.. Revision M

OR~eV~M~__~R:e~v;;t~'__~R:e~V;;;;;O__"';R;e;V;;;;;OX;'_.:JR"e~vi':.0~x
r; --- 74)*
(b)(1 )

RC-135-D
RC-135-C!T!U
RC-135 C!T!U!KC-13
RC-135!C!D!U
RC-135 C!D!M!U!V
RC-135 C!D!M!U!V

KC-135R
RC-135M
SR-71 A
U-2 R
AQM-34 Drone

Total·

C

Throughout the duration of Revisions N. O. and OX to SIOP-4.

weapo systems (b)(1) were undergoing conversions.

(b)(1 )

•• (b)(1 ) n 15 November 1974 .
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(b)(1)

Planning Ahead

~ As SIOP-4 Revisions NI 0, and OX were successfully planned

nd put into effect, the JSTPS continued to plan ahead for the change

to SlOP-5. Before this change should come into being, however, there

±s st111 to be another revision to SIOP-4. This would be Revision P.

previously noted, the JSTPS was wrUng on the extension of Revision

l at the time when planning for Revision P normally would have gotten

I derway, so that it eventually went into effect on 1 January 1975,

Slix months later than would otherwise. have been the case.152

~ By the end of August 1974, the JSTPS informed the CINes that

it had been decided to extend Revision P to be effective throughout

trle entire Calendar Year 1975. This was to be done because the JSTPS

would be too heavily involved with preparation for SIOP-5 during that

t~e to formulate another full-fledged revision of SIOP-4. From the

sfart. the JSTPS planned that Revision P would be in effect for one

Yiar. There would be. however, a "mid-revision" as it was called.

primarily by means of message changes. with the minimum amount of

r publishing of documents and briefings. limiting them solely to those

w ich were unavoidable. 153

!~ Less than a month later. the JSTPS was anticipating changes

o considerable magnitude at the mid-revision point because of recent

d cisions b~ the Secretar of Defense.

(b)(1 )

lanning for the extension
~~~~~-~-:----.....I

of Revision p. therefore. would have to involv 1(~b~).;.(1_);.. -..-1
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(b)(1 )..._~ .- On 25 September

19
1
4. the JSTPS published the following schedule for certain pl~nnlng

154actions £o_r ReJL1s10'lLl':..·..;. ~~--r

(b)(1 )

of

as

~EMe~··w·h:-il::-e-.-t7"h-e-J':'s:TP~S:--c·o·n·t':'1·n·u·ed';--:-"";"-~--"':"-~-~

ts efforts to studies and analyses of the new criteria for SIOP-5.
155frected by the JCS. In June 1973. the Jes had published

On 4 April 1974. Secretary of Defense ( )( )

the t~airman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff tolrected

he hed been asking.
(b)(1 )

gui~ance for developing the newest concept8~

(b)(1)

Il~ On 17 January 1974. the President signed. (b)(1 )

I (b)(1 ) -,!hereby formalizing the framework for

I .lb)(1) or which
.,0 J b 111

54



I

(b)(1)

,",,, Ii" fi,) " Ie i?r.) r..""
""'" ""~"U"~ u

trf.=,---.....,

(b)(1 )

It was then on 15 July 1974 that the JCS issued its guidance basea
159on the new policy.

- ('iG)_Accordingly, the JSTPS had just under 18 moths for the

actual planning of SIOP-5, even though the staff had already expended

a great amount of time and effort in analyzing and reviewing it. The

JSTPS, on 29 October 1974. disseminated a schedule for certain planning
"1~6~O~ ----.,actions for 510P-5 8S outllned-hp~ow~

I



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



(b)(1 )



(b)(1)

SUtllllary

(U) For the JSTPS, the 18 months between July 1913 and December

1974 was the beginning of a transition period. It marked the move

from SIOP-4 to SIOP-5. separate nuclear war plans with different

concepts at their bases. During this time the JCS gave the JSTPS

many responsibilities for preliminary analyses and reviews bearing

on t e forthcoming plan. In the meantime. the JSTPS continued to have

comptete responsibility for revising and updating the current war plan.

ReV!jion N of SIOP-4 went into effect. on schedule, on 1 July 1973

and ,ev!ston 0 followed this course at the appointed six-month interval.

In ~d-1974. however, the JSTPS extended Revision 0. rather than plan

a co~lete new revision. By this expedient it gained time and manpower

whicH it sorely needed to devote to advance preparations for the new

nucl I r war plan.

(b)(1 )
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(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )

I
Source: Hist 'tIS,.,. IIJSTPS for SIOP-4 Revisions Land M, July 1972 _

June 1973, (D), II (HA-75-12); KaDual~ IlPlaon:l.ng Hanual for'

SIOP-LoN, (D), II 1 Jun 13, (73-B-0897); Manual~ nPlanning

Manual for SIOP-40, (U), III Dec 73~ (73-B-1627); Jolanual,~.

"Planning Manual for SIOP-40X, (ll) ," 1. Jun 74, (74-JPP-204) ..

2



(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)



.tPPENDLX D

DEI.I\'ERY VEHICLES AND WEAPONS
SIOP-4 .Revisions M, N. 0, and ox

Alert
Rev M Rev N Rev 0 Rev OX

De ivery Vehicles

CINCEUR
CINCSAC
CINCLANT
CINCPAC
SACEUR
SACLAN'!

(b)(1 ),(b)(3):42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (C)

Total

CINCEUR
CINCSAC
CINCLANT
CINCPAC
SACEUR
SACLANT

Total

Wea ons

CINCEUR
INCSAC
INCLANT

I INCPAC
ACEUR OQ'.?
ACLANT

Total bJ~

INCEUR
INCSAC IINCLANT

,INCPAC I
~ACEUR

SACLANT
Total

"f<F.SI'I?!([r.
'1h~~ "'" ',' l

Dol.' ..:::; c-:.:lin·· . i· '.. ', ::: E.,~·rc;y

A:I ':.If 1~··" '.:> c;;;, ...:,:,' , . -!:s-
u'l~' lJ;':.~",:;:';' ,t:.:J per:on I

pr-~' d."



He a anna.£!

i{~v M

:~tal

Rev N Hev 0 Rev OX

Ii~CEUR

INCSAC
INCLANT
INCPAC
ACEUR

CLAm ,
Total f

-

(b)(1),(b)(3)42 USC § 2168 (a) (1) (e)

Source: Hist~ "JSTPS for SIOP-4 Revison LIM, July 1972-June
1973 (U), I (74-Ho-OOO7); Ltr~ Brig Gen E.O. Steffes,
JPP for JS, "Information for the SAC Historian to use in
Preparation of the SIOP-4 History (U).," 3 Dec 73, (173-J
1079); Ltr ~Capt W.A. Hiller, JPPF for JS, "Informa_
tion for the SAC Historian to use in Preparation of the
SIOP-4 Rev Oscar, Jul 74 (U) (your Memorandum, 30 Apr 75)."
8 May 75 (75-JPP-138) j Rpt~ "JSTPS Presentation
Revision Report, SIOP-40 (U)." 1 Jan 74 (74-A-OS80).

2



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



I

'"r.;-.~ r~ ~,~"c
l.lS ~Jil

(b)(1)

i
i,

,,,,

.l~-----_----I

Source: Memo (~. JLT to DJL. "Information for the SAC Historian
to use in Preparation of the SIOP-4 History (U) J" 30 Oct
73 {74-J-0099); Memo~ DJLT to DJL "JL Historical
Data for SIOP-4. Rev Oscar and CY 74 (U), 3 Jun 75
(75-JLT-Oll) .
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(b)(1 )



(b)(1 )



(b)(6)



APP!lIDIl I

ROSTER OP KEY PERSONNEL, JSTPS

---------------rI~JUlUlYYIlI9)] - 31 December 1974

NATO Representatives

Position Name Service Dates: :;Fr~OI,--- Toco

(b)(6)
Air Force
Air Force
Air Force
Air Force

10 llay 71
26 Apr )]
lillay )]
lillay )]

Soorce: Chart (U), JSTPS(JS), "Joint Strategic Target Flanning Staff (U)," 5 Aug 74


